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Introduction
Have you ever wondered what would happen to patient care if folks simply figured out how to
leverage the billions of dollars that are invested every year in generating emerging evidence and
new scientific findings. The impact would be tremendous! But to answer this question, we need to
increase our overall understanding of effective knowledge translation. In general, the healthcare
community is really good at generating lots of new standards of care and evidence, but fails to
systematically translate and make the information more relevant in everyday practice.

“50% of healthcare
interventions are not
based out of
evidence-based
research guidelines”

The transfer of research findings into daily practice is often slow and not systematic, which in turn
translates into delays or poor patient outcomes based on the most current guidelines and best practices. According Balas, it takes
17 years to transfer and translate research into practice-based interventions amongst the healthcare sector. This in part is due to
the vast amount of information coming out of the research world, delay in adopting findings into guidelines, complex healthcare
ecosystems, and the sheer fact that human cognitive capacity cannot keep up with the growth of evidence. According to Graham
and et al., 30% to 45% of patients are not receiving care according to scientific evidence and that 20% to 25% of the care provided
is not needed or is potentially harmful. Other studies, such as McGlynn and et al., corroborate estimates of 50% of healthcare
interventions are not based out of evidence-based research guidelines. For example, despite the decades of evidence suggesting
that statins reduces the risk of further complications in post-stroke patients, studies have shown statins are under-prescribe for this
patient population. Unfortunately for patients they would be receiving sub-par care and for companies who have invested millions
in creating these medicines, they would not be maximizing their investment! On a more global scale, according to Haines and
associate, there are 9.7 million deaths among children in various countries that could have been prevented by the use of evidencebased interventions in addition to other unnecessary injection or caesareans.4 These are just a few quantified examples of how the
lack of interventions to translate evidence-based research into practice can have significant risk and likelihood of harm to patients as
well as costs associated with them. Other qualitative evidence show that lack of adoption of evidence-based research can include
consequences such as misuse/under use of treatments, safety, treatment effectiveness and efficacy and impact of perception of
providers and patients on it. This is further illustrated by the overuse of antibiotics in children with upper respiratory tract symptoms.
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What is knowledge translation?
The science of taking research evidence and applying to the real world is called, knowledge translation (KT). KNOWLEDGE is the
information/ evidence that were gained through the research. And TRANLATION is defined as taking evidence from research and
making them actionable or relevant (intervention) in real-life practice setting. The Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) in
2008 defined knowledge translation as “a dynamic and iterative process that includes the synthesis, dissemination, exchange and
ethically sound application of knowledge to improve the health, provide more effective health services and products and strengthen
the health care system”. KT formalizes and defines the relationship between the researcher and end user. It provides a set of tools
that can easily be used in practice by removing barriers to change. Many organization may consider education and information
sharing as KT. Thought these tactics are effective to a certain extent, the opportunity exists to enhance their impact to clinicians
in everyday practice. Often to enhance the impact of current tactics one must take into consideration: complexity of evidence,
implementation challenges related to cost, provider type and behavior, patient profiles, diagnosis variability and competence of
provider, healthcare structure and infrastructure variability and many others. For these reasons, dissemination only tactics with
provider and patients has not resulted in optimal adoption of evidence.

What does the evidence suggest about the impact of KT?
KT is a tool not an outcome. Directly linking KT to outcomes is a difficult but critical task. Applying principles of KT can fill the gap
between information sharing/education and implementation or practice. There are substantial differences in application of KT and
traditional education methods that have an impact on outcomes (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparison of Knowledge Translation to Traditional Methods
Knowledge Translation
•

Interactive, multi-dimensional

•

Cyclical and a dynamic process

•

Interactive communication

•

Outcome and end user-focused

•

Focus on providers, systems, policy makers, and patients

•

Change management principles

•

Interaction of research, social marking health
education/promotion

•

Integrates a multidisciplinary approach to change

Traditional Methods
•

Information-sharing only

•

Conference presentations, printed material

•

Passive dissemination

•

Static email updates on guidelines

•

Put the burden on end user

•

Unidirectional, top-down approach

•

Vertical communication, and passive

•

Focus on providers only

Most studies report modest improvements in performance after KT interventions. Disseminating evidence through passive means
such as emails/education sessions/marketing is generally ineffective in changing provider practices irrespective of topic or urgency
of need for more effective interventions. Combining intervention types have shown to be more effective over time. Effective
combination of strategies include:
• Educational outreach visits
• Reminders
• Point of care clinical decision support tools
• Tailored messaging
• Audit and feedback
• Interactive continuing medical education or professional development
• Support and utilization of local thought leaders
• Patient engagement
• Inter-professional exercises
• Knowledge brokering
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Recommendations for accelerating translations of evidence into practice
Translating existing knowledge and evidence is a challenge task. Within its challenges, there are many opportunities to strategize
and shape both the role and support of companies that in are in the business of knowledge generation and translation. Below I’ve
outlined several strategies that companies can undertake to reframe the agenda and shape the direction of translation.
1. Insight Generation: Stakeholder engagement in decision making such as patients, providers, health plans for
		 understanding barriers to translation, needs of audiences, incentives for implementation and facilitation of evidence
		 adoption into practice.
2. Goal Alignment: Concept outlines in a ‘learning health system’ such as aligning and implementing evidence-based
		 practices that come from science into the every day culture of provider practices, patient health seeking patterns, incentive		 based approaches to translation, continuous quality improvement as a tool for translation.
3. Rapid Prototyping and Testing: Designing and supporting systems for rapid development and evaluation of
		 KT programs.
4. Use of Real World Data: The use of big data for decision-making and measurement of translation diffusion clinical data,
		 patient reported outcomes, and administrative data.
5. Analytics and Value-Based Evaluations: Enhance analytics and organizational capacity to measure the use of data for value
		 of translation for making healthcare decisions with the patient.
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